[Spatial distribution of the action potentials of the sural nerve].
We investigated the spatial distribution of the sural nerve sensory nerve action potential (SNAP) in 25 healthy subjects between 21 and 50 years. Stimulation was achieved through surface electrodes at the lateral malleolus. Recordings were made 15-18 cm proximal to the site of the stimulation from different positions on a line perpendicular to the sural nerve using needle electrodes insulated except for the tip. The amplitude of the SNAP decreased on both sides of the potential of highest amplitude. 10 mm lateral to the potential of highest amplitude the mean amplitude was reduced to 55%. The latency of the first positive phase decreased within increasing distance from the largest SNAP. We explained this with different influence of more distal, earlier depolarized nerve segments on the locally generated SNAP. In 20 subjects we performed an additional recording using an uninsulated needle electrode that was placed 3-4 cm subcutaneously perpendicular to the sural nerve. The latency of the SNAP recorded in this way was similar to the latency of the largest SNAP using the insulated needle electrode; however, the amplitude was smaller by 19%. We recommend for clinical practice to use the uninsulated needle in case the SNAP is smaller than 4 microV.